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THE 1965 ARPA-AEC JOINI' LIGl:i'l'Nll'U S'IUDY AT 103 ALAM03 

VOJ..lJME III 

CCJ.lPARJSON OF THE LIGHTNING SIECTRUM N3 MENJURED BY ALL-SKY AND 

NARROW-FJELD DElECIDRS. PROPAGATION OF LIGHT FROM LIGHTNlllG INI'O 

ALL-SKY DETECTORS. 

T. Robert Connor and Guy E. Barasch 

ABSTRACT 

Source spectra emitted by first return strokeS af lf8htning are de

rived fran "all-sky" radianeter data recorded by Ea&G in 1965 during the 

Los Alamos lightning study and are fourn to agree, within experimental 

accuracy, with the source spectrum of first return strokes derived from 

spectrograph and collimated-radianeter data presented in detail in ear

lier volumes , 

The soUl'cc spectra are obtained using an empirical atmospheric trans

mission correction 1-1hich varied from storm to storm. The 165° field of 

view "all-sky" detector sees no direct light except from very close 

~;t;r>ol~oo, arui o.tmoopl...,.1lc l.rau:;wl!;:;lun l.S considered in two parts: a 

distance-depernent part as light travels fran the source to the .cloud 

surface or atmospheric volume above the detector, and a distance-irne

pendent part as the lf8ht is then scattered into the c1etector. 

For the first part, "-theory shows that there is a distance-dependent 

red enhancement that is strongest for long paths in a clear Atmosphere 

of high vis:!bility and becomes vanishingly small for dense atmospheres 

of low vis:!bility. In a clear atmosphere, the light arriving above the 

detector is mostly direct, am Rayleigh and aerosol scattering out of the 

direct beam is strong in the blue, thus leading to red enhancement. As 

the atmosphere becomes more dense, however, more af the scattered blue 

light is scattered back toward the region above tbc detector 1 thereby 

reducirJg the red enhancement, 

'I'he seconl part, which occurs at the last scattering event that 

directs each photon downward into the "all-slcy" detector 1 is d:IDtance

inlepenlent and may or may not further modify the spectrum as follows. 

If' there are no clouds above the detector, light is ::;cattered into the 

detector by molecular and aerosol constituents, causing the detected 

spectrum to be blue-enhanced relative to the spectrum arriving at the 
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scattering volume. However, :1:f' there are clouds ·above the detector, non

dispersive cloud scattering far outweighs volume scattering, and the de

tected spectrum is the same as that incident on the cloud above the de

tector, 

Four limiting cases can therefore be spec:l:f'ied which bracket tre 

range of net atmospreric transmission possibilities far the "all-sky" 

detector, 

1. In a clear atmosphere with no clouds above tre detector, close 

strokes have a detected spectrum that is blue-enhanced by the last scat

tering event. Far distant strokes, the red enhancement overcanes this 

blue enhancement leading to a net red enhancement of the detected spec

trum. 

2. In a clear atmosphere with clouds above the detector, the last 

scattering event is non:lispersive, an:l the detected spectrum has only a 

distance-dependent red enhancement. 

3, In a dense atmosphere with clouds above the detector, there is 

no distance-dependent enhancement and the last scattering events are 

nondispersive so that the detected spectrum is the same as the source 

spectrum, 

4. In the 1.Ull:l.kezy case of a dense atmosphere over most of tre 

source-to-detector path, but with the region above the detector clear 

with no clouds, there ·is rio distance-depende'nt enhancement and the de

tected spectrum has on:cy a distance-in:lepen:lent blue enhancement, . 

There were alwayS clouds above the detectors when data were taken 

j.n 19fis, are; in agreement ~11* the theory, the data show no distance

indeperileut blue enhancement, The range-depenlent red enhancement ob

served varied from moderate]¥ strong to vallishingzy small for the storms 

for ·which we have data. Unfortunate]¥, the other theoretical]¥ predicted 

correlations )>etween atmospheric visibility an:l tre strength Of the ·red 

enhancement could not be crecked because pertinent storm con:litions did 

not· ~rise or the exact atmospheric conditions between strokes and detec

tors c.ould not be determined, 

I. lNTRODUCTION . 

During the summer of 1965, maey spectral]¥ re

solved recordings were made of the optical signals 

produced by lightning, ~y were made with a slit-· 

less spectrograph, with collimated, 50°-field pho

tometers, an:l with all-sky, 165°-field photometers, 

similar to those designed far the los AlamoS Air

Fluorescence Detection System. 1 The optical light

ning study was conducted to study the peysics of 

lightning's optical emissions, and to investigate 

discrimination between lightning signals and air-

fluorescence signals excited in the upper· atmosphere 

by nuclear explosions, 

Earlier volumes describe the spectral emissions 

of lightning based on slit and slitless spectra2 • 3 

an:l collimated-radiamete~ da'ta, 4 To anazyze the ef

fects of lightning on a system of all-sk;y radiane

ters, and enable ·evaluation of lightning discrimina

tion ·(Volume IV), 5 we derive here how lightning sig-

. nals propagate to all-sky detectors. The study en

compasses an anazysis of the all-sky data as reduced 

by v/ing6 of EG&G, a comparison of the source SJectra 
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so derived with those derived from spectra and col

limated data, and a derivation of effective param

eters describing the depen:lence of data on distance, 

Conclusions are based on the data themselves and on 

applicable calculations of atmospheric propagation, 

II. ALL-SKY DETECTORS AND RESU!ll'S 

The all-sky system was operated during tle 

lightnj.ng stuoy 'by an E~, Inc., group headed by 

R. A • .AuJ!:!:Lu, The data r~llucl;ion wa!:l carried out by 

Amato7 and Hing; the final data have not appeared 

elsewhere am, consequently, are reported here. 

A. All-Slsr Detectors 

Each all-sky detector consists of a four-ele

ment glass lens, 1 an interference filter, and a 

2-in.-diam photomultiplier, The nominal field of 

view is 165° full angle, and the entrance-pupil 

area is - 0,1 emF. 
The linear all-sky photometer signals were re

corded by oscilloscope-trace-recording cameras. To· 

prevent overlapping traces, only one pulse was re

corded for each lightning flach, although a flash 

may consist of as many as 100 distinct pulses; this 

severely limited the all-sky detector data sample. 

OUr measurements crf the spectral bandwidth of 

this lens as a functioll of wavelength and incidence 

angle 8 show adequate performance near the design 

wavelength, 3914 A, but badly degraded performance 

at wavelengths longer than 5000 A.• The effective 

bandwidths at the 12 all-sky detectors are given in 

Table I. The narrow bandwidths desired at 6563 and 

6613 A were the mo:;t seriously affected by lens deg

radation. 

A few of the other problems that complicated 

tle all-sky detector data reduction are as follows, 

1. The detector sensitivity was a function of azi

muth 7 ( tle 8/350-A channel was the most seriously af

fected with a 32'f, difference in sensitivity fm• azi

muths dii'feri.tig by 180°). 2. Tbe 3914-A detector 

was nonlinear in daylight operation. 7 3. The Ha. 

filter had a de:t"ect that caused the measured irrad

iance to be 25% too low for uniform incident radi

ance, or 0 to 80i low if irradiated U.Y tt remute 

point source. (see Appendix A.) 

Table I. All-Sky Detector Passband Parameters 

Nominal Actual 
Center Center Filter Effective 

Havele~h Have length Bandwidth Bandwidth a 

3914 1 3916 J.. 17 A 1~3 A 
4150 4155 17 43 
4650 4680 197 197 

4900 4915 174 174 
5400 5455 220 ' 220 
6000 6012 168 168 

6~63 ... 656~ 20 > 70 
6613 •• 66loh £1 .. 70 
7000 7000 186 186 

7450 7470 192 192 
eeoo 818o 234 234. 
8850 886o 183 183 

8
Average value for uniform radiance within 165° 
field of view. 

bValues are based on the average of two measurements 
of filter-peak wavelength, made before and after 
the lightnlng study. 

B. All-Sky Data 

The first limited sample of all-sky data was 

reported· in March 1967 by .Amato, 7 His preliminary 

results disagreed with the collimated detector and 

spectrograph data available at that time (see Appen

dix B). More all-sky data were therefore reduced by 

Wing, 8 am the results consist of - Boo daylight am 

- 150 night pulses. Source-to-detector distances 

for all pulses are known by photographic triangula

tion, calculated fran collimated data, or estimated. 

l, All-Sky n:ata f_rom Daylight Storms. For the 

- Boo daylight pulses from four storms, the range 

was less than 10 km in most cases so that corrections 

for atmospheric transmission were neglected. Al

though the 3914-A all-sky detector was nonlinear 

umer high daylight-backgroun:l irradiance, the day

light all-sky spectra and some of the night data 

showed strong enough similarity at other wavelengths 

to il:Jiicate that only the 3914-A detector was sub

ject to this prnbJem. 

The daylight data were therefore reduced to 

ratios of the incident spectral irradiance in tle 

various channels to that at 4150 J... Histograms 

were generated giving the probability that each ra

tio was less than a given value, and the logarithm 

of each ratio was foun:l to have a Gaussian distri

bution,6 From these data we have calculated 
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Fig. 1. 'All-sky data 6 for daylight run -18, normal
ized to 1,0 at 4150 l. The horizontal bars 
show the mean value of tle data sample; 
vertical bars show the mean deviation, 

average ratios (which differ fran the median) and 

mean deviations, which are plotted for runs 18, 20, 

21, anl 29 in Figs, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respective~. 

Comparison of the data from these four storms 

shows that at 4650 A the average ratio from any 
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-Fig, 2, All-sky data6 for daylight r\Ul 20, normal
ized to 1,0 at 4150 J.., The horizontal bars 
show "the mean value of the data sample; 
vertical bars show the mean deviation, 
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given· storm agrees to within 20% af the average 

from the four storms; at 5400, 6000, 6563,, 7500,. 

and 8850 A, the agreemeiit is within 34, 36, 14, 7, 
and 22%, respective~, In view of t~ problems with 

the all•sky detector discussed in Appendix A, we 
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Fig, 4. All-sky data 6 for dai[11ght rWl 29, normal
ized to 1,0 at 4150 A. The horizontal bars 
show the mean value of tle data sample; 
vertical bars show the mean deviation. 
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Fig. 5. All-sky spectrum for all night data except 
run 4-4. The inferred distance-dependent 
correction was small enough that atmospheric 
transmission could be essential.cy ignored. 

consider this acceptable agreement among the storms, 

and it is not possible to conclude fran these data 

if there are real storm-to-storm differences of this 

order. 

2. All-Sky Data from Night Storms. At night, 

the all&cky detectors were operated at higher sensi-

.tivity, and detected lightning as far away as 90 km, 

It was therei"ore possible to determine the depend

ence of the spectral-irradiance ratios on distance 

am to correct the data for distance-depe!Xlent at

mospheric transmission. 

The .corrections Wing made in reducing the all

sky data were based on purely empirical techniques, 

as discussed in Appendix c. His atmospheric trans

mission corrections are often substantially d:tf'fer

ent for adjacent wavelengths, which we feel is not 

a p~sical.cy meaningful interpretation of the data, 

He have therefore reinterpreted his data in Appen

dix C by adding the constraint that the corrections 

be a smooth function CTf the wavelength. 

The night storms produced two kinds of distance 

depemence of the all-sky-detector spectral-irradi

ance rAtios. 

a. For two storms, the incident spectral ir

radionec ratios sl,o\<ieu :no sign:if"icant distance de

pemence when the data were reinterpreted as dis-

-(/) 
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ai 
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c 
..... ,Ool-
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u z 
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t + -
i5 
c 
a: 
!!: t 

to"'L...--.Ji....-...J..__.___._____.___.__....__+..___.__.____.__. 
3000 5000 7000 9000 

WAVELENGTH (A) 

Fig. 6. Run 4-4 all-sky spectrum determined using 
smoothed extinction coefficients for atmos
pheric transmission correction (see Appen
dix c). 

cussed above. Therefore 1 no corrections were need

ed for these data, and the average source spectrum 

for these two storms taken together, is shown in 

Fig. 5. 

b. For one storm, Storm 4-4, the incident spec

tral-irradiance ratios showed an exponential dis

tance dependence, with effective extinction-coef

ficient differences only two-thirds as large as 

actual atmospheric difference;;. The detected spec

trum becomes weaker in the blue, relative to the 

red, with increasing distance. The average source 

spectrum derived fran the data, as corrected for 

atmospheric transmission, is shown for Storm 4-4 in 

Fig. 6. 

Night sto:nu data (Table ll) also show that 

spectral-irradiance ratios from sources inside the 

all-sky field of view agree with ratios from sources 

outside it (after necessary distance-dependent at

mospheric-transmission corrections are made). These 

data show tm t there is no distance-independent blue 

· enhancement in the presP.nce of clouds (cec Section 

VB). 

3. Discussion of All-Sky Data 

a, Source s;pectra. ~Te have noted that the 

source spectra derived for the four daylight storms 

(Figs. 1-4) are in agreP.rnent. In addition, data 
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Table n. .Comparison af' All-Sky-Detector Data fran Sources Inside arrl Outside the Field af' View. 

Source in 
4900 Field No.af' 4150 4650 

Storm of View Pulses 3914 3914 3914· 

44 Yes 12 o.62 ·o.65 

No 12 o.67 q~67 

30 Yes 6 0.91 1.48 

No 18 1.03 1.64 

(Fig. 5) 'from all night storms except Storm 44 agree · 

with the daylight data within experimental accuracy. 

Hen-rever, for the Stm-.44 data (Fig. 6), on.ly;at six 

of' the eight wavelengths at which compariso~ can be 

made is the agreement with otper storms s~tisfactor,Y; 
at· 3914 A arrl 7000 A the agreement is poor·. 

Storm 44 was peys ica~ unique in two ways: It 

was the only storm with an apparent dista.nce depend

ence, and it was accompanied by a very low (Q.5-knf 

above grourrl) cloud layer. These factors .might have 

caused the discrepancy. · On the other hand, the sig

·nals recorded were nearest the reco~ing threshold 

af' the all-sky equipnent, which can lead to data-re-

duction errors, 7 and because Storm 44 was the last 
' . 

storm of' the study, equipnent mali'uhci:ion.S · ecuia 
have occurred arrl gone urrletected. Because af' its 

peysical uniqueness, and because a large in:imber of' 

correlated collimated ana all-sky data were Obtained, 

we have spent considerable time in trying to .evalu

ate the Storm-44 data discrepancy. vle are unable 

to wnerstand the data unambiguously, so the. Storm-

44 data are n~ used in the· derivation af' the best 

all-sky detector source spectrum (see Part 4). 

b. Pro;pagation. The wide variation of the dis- . 

tance deperrlence of the incident spectral,-irrad~ance 

ratios for the night storms indicates the need to 

study propagation theoretically under diverse ~tmas

pheric corrlitions. The propagation study must be 

able to explain both weak and moderately stron8 dis

tance deperrlences of the relative spectra, arrl to 

show that the detected spectra are ~odifil!d after 

scattering toward the detector. 

4. Best Estimate af' All-Sky, 'First-Return.;. 

Stroke Source Spectrum. The data in Figs. 1 through 

8 

S~ctral-Irradiance Ratio 

~ 6563 6613 7450 eeoo 
3914 3914 3914 3914 3914 

o.62 0.48 1.0 
0.64 0.50 1.8 

0.53 0.89 1.04 

0.43 o.62 0.85 

5 represent the source spectrum af' lightning as 

measured by _the all-sky detector. For .canparison 

with the other detectors, it is convenient here··to 

renormalize the daylight data for best agreement 

with .the night data (Fig. 5), and then, b; averaging 

all.data,·arrive at the best estimate of the all-sky 

spectrum. The 4150-A value is renormalized to 0. 79, 

0.75, 0.99, arrl 0.98 far runs 18, 20, 21, and 29, 
respectively. The best estimate of' the all-sky spec

trtnn is shown in Fig. 7. ~ fact that H is smaller 
0 . a. 

than 6613 A is due to the defective Ha. filter, 

m. EXPERlMENTAL. CONDITID~ AND DETEC'roR DIFFERENCES 

Before we can compare the all-sky data with 

ooll;l.mQted A.Prl a;rP.~t.rograt~h ;rel;n.llts., we must derive 

the means to c~rrect for apparent differences ~RllSed 
by instrtnnentttl differences. Only in thi!'l way can 

10 1 r-~-,---~---.-~---.-~---.-~---.-~-, I I I I I 

·' t .. 
-t t t J t t 

t t 

IO·I~~~--~~---~~---.__L_I~~~~_J 
' 5000 5000 7000 

Fig. 7. 

9000 

WAVELENGTH (A) 
Best estimate of all-sky, first-return
stroke source spectrum. 



Table III. Instrumental Parameters of Lightning Detectors 

Field af View 

Centered 

Spectral Coverage 

Range 

Ba~'Width 

Signal Recorded 

Units 

T:ime Resolution 

Data Sample 

R .. return strokes 

c .. continuing 
luminosities 

Spectrograph 

16° wide X ~ 0,1° high 

toward stonn 

Contirruous 

3900- 6900 .A 
~ 10 ft. 

Spectral energy 

J cm-2 A,-1 

2 msec 

45i first R 

45% subsequent 

10% c 

density 

R . 

real differences, 1f acy, be isolated. 

The three types af detectors used during the 

lightning otuiy differed iu field af view, spectral 

coverage, spectral resolution, time resolution, sen

sitivity, and recording method. Instrumental param

eters of the spectrograph, collimated detectors, and 

all-sky detectors are canpared in 'D:Ible III. These 

data, and the ways 1n which they affect the meas

urements,. are discussed below, 

A. Field af View 

The field of view of the spectrograph was cen

tered a few degrees above the horizon and toward the 

center of storm activity. The field of view was 

0.05 to 0,3° in el,e"Vl:ltion am Jn° 1.n "':z:imuth. The 

same instrument was operated first as a slitless and 

]atPr a~;~· Iii conventional alit spe:i.:L•·uf!,L·a.ph, The spec

trograph was sensitive only to direct light from the 

channel, 

The field af view of the coLl.:l.mated detectors 

'~as a cone af 50° full-angle centered parallel to 

the spectrograph's field of v;!.ew. The dete~t.n-r:" \1SU

ally received direct light fran the channel plW> 

light scattered fran clouds ani a l:mospheric constit

uents. 

Detectors 

Collimated 

500 d1ameter 

toward s tonn 

5 region-; 

3914 - 8900 A. 
1,6 - 70 .A 

Spectral irradiance 

\·l cm-2 A-1 
1nn pcog 

8% first R 

22% subsequent R 

lO% leaders 

10% c 
50% cloud and air 

pulses 

All-Sky 

165° diameter 

toward zenith 

12 regions 

3914 - 8850 ii. 
u;; - ~oo 1\ 

Spectral irradiance 

H cm-2 .A- 1 

10 I-Isee 

80% first R 

201o divided among 
everything else 

The all-sky detector's field af view ranged 

from zenith to ~ 80° fran zenith. It received di

rect light from the channel only for strokes closer 

than a few kilometers; but even for the nearby 

strokes, scattered light constituted a large fraction 

of the signal because of strong :reflection from 

clouds above the detector, 

The irradiance measured b,y a photometer is ac

tually the average irradiance, H, over its band

width, If H(;\.) is the incident spectral irradiance 

and T()..) is the transmission curve for the lens

filter combination, then the measured average irra

difmce is itVP.n hy 

li ... 

'l'he spectrograph data have been folded ,.,i th 

measured values of T(>..) b,y the above equation to 

calculate the value af H, and in subsequent sections 

the photaneter data are compared with these calcu

hi~u values throughout the visible. 

9 



In the infrared, H(>..) is not known, and H can

not be calculated. However, tlE ratios of H (colli-

-mated) to ii (all-sky) can.be. calculat~ f?r two ex

treme conditions that bracket the -range of expected 

values, If H(>.. ). is constant over the transmission 

curve of the filter, 

H (collimated) 

H (all-sky). 
• 1 

This corresponds to a continuum source, For a mono

chromatic source, H is inversely proportional to the 

detector bandwidth, At E2oo A,· therefore,· the ratio 

of H (collimated) to H (all-sky) is ex:pected to· 

range from 1 for a contiiiUum source to 3,3. for ·a 

line source, and at '8850 A the ratio could range fran 

1 to 2,8. 

c. Time Resolution 

The time resolutions of the collimated and all

sky recordings (100 and 10 ~o~sec, res:pect~vely) were 

both adequate to resolve :peak lightning signals, 

Therefore, the direct comparison of these two· signals 

is justified, The s:pectrograph's._.2-msec time reso

lution wa~ too long to resolve the shart-11~ return 

strokes. _The s~ctrograph returD..stroke results 

the~efore are in units of time-integrated incident 

s:pectral. flux de~ity (erg A- 1 _ cm-2 ), Thes_e can be 

. can~ red ~i th radiometer results if we can detennine 

a consisteni relationship betwee~: peak- am time-

integrated signals. 

He have calculated the time integrals af a num

ber of all-sky am collimated-detector pulses, and 

find .·that ratios of time-integrated signals are 

within ~ 20% of ratios . of the correspondinS peak 

signals. Thus, tb;l s:pectrograph s:pectral flux den

sity (relative to 3914 A) can be compared directly 

with tl'E ~~k s:pectral irradiances (relative to 

3914 A) measured by collimated and_ all-sky detectors. 

The errors so introduced w:ill be smaller than experi

mental errors. 

D. Recording and Data Sample 

'The spectrOgraph am the collimated.:detector 

data were recorded on continously moving film,· so 

that all above-threshold pulses were recorded, Be

cause the spectrograph sensitivity was limited, only 

10 

.. ·return' strokes am contiiiUing currents gave usable 

s:pectra, 

The collipla~d detectors were several orders of 

magnitUde' more sensit"ive than the s:pectrograph, par

ticularly at night., and over ·10;000 ~es .. represent

ing all types of lightning phenomena were recorded as 

follows. One-third were return .strokes, -with first 

·and subsequent return stroke·s. in ,the z:a'!;io,l:3; one

half were cloud-to-cloud, intracloud, am cloud-to

air pulses; am the rest were leaders ar;ld contiiiUing 

luminosities, 

'!he all-sky signals were recorded a single 

pulse at a time; this pulse usually was the first 

very bright pulse of a flash. Pulse.;t~ identifi-

. cations c:if all-sky recordS have been msde by compar

ison with simultaneous collimated dete'ctor contiiiU

ous recordings,· We fim that·.,. 80%·af the all-sky 

data are first return strokes, The remaining 20% 

fall into all categories including a few leaders and 

subsequent return strokes. 

Since there are differences between the. spectra 

~ first ani subsequent return strokes2 1 3 we' will 

compare all-sky data. 9ncy -with •. first-re.turn-atrc:>ke .. , • 

data fran the other detectors. 

rv, COMPARJSON OF DATA 

. Because af the diff.erent detector bandwidths, 

spectrogr~ph data were used to calculate the average 

spectral irradiance ratios tmt 'til'E photoelectric 

detectors of. various bam widths could be expecte4 to .. 

measure (see Section III). It is these average. s:pec

tral ratios derived fran spectrograph data that are 

ccxnp&red with the collimated am all-s~ d~ta< i~;:t.~s 

section, r:n the infrared, where we have no s:pectro

gra.ph data, _only qualitative _conclUsions. c~n be drawn 

fran canpar~on af all-ski am collima~. data. 

A. Stroke for Which All Three Detec.tors Obtained Data 

Because few spectra were obtained with the spec,. 

trograph during the 1965 summer study, the only 

stroke for which all three instruments obtained- COJ:'

related data was the second return s~roke of Flash 

103, .. Storm 40, The comparison ar· coll~te<'l: and 

spectrc:>gr~ph data in _F~. 8 shows exc~llent a~ee-, ., . 
ment. S,ince the collimated photaneter se~s li~ht- .. 

fran the whol,e channel while the spectrograp~ sees 
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Fig. 8. Canparison of spectrograph and collimated
photoelectric data for run 40, count 103. 
C, collilpated data. S, determination of 
what 20-A-bandwidth detector should have 
seen based on spectrograph data. 

an element only a few meters long, ard since the 

spectn.nn .is known to vary along the height of the 

channel, the excellence of the agreement ·is sane

~lhat fortuitous. 

Canparison of the all-sky ard spectrograph data 

in Fig. 9 shows satisfactory agreement, 

Since there is such good agreement between col

limated-detector and spectrograph data for this 

stroke, the differences between them and the all-sky 

data provide a measure of the all-sky detector un

certainties during the 1965 study. At 4150 A the 

all-sky spectrum is "" 30% low for Rgreement; at 

4900, ""40% h:!€;h; at 6563, "" 50% high; and at 6613, 

"" 10'{. lmr. Neglecting the defective Ho: channel at 

6563 ,A., the other channels give an average of ± 30% 

agreement, which is the accuracy of the all-sky de

tector as quoted by Amato, 7 

B. Comparison of Average Source Spectra 

In addition to the slitless spectrograph data, 

some slit Sp:!ctra were obtained in 1966, bringing the 

total number of reduced return-stroke spectra to 36. · 

Most of the slit spectra are of poor quality below 

4000 A owing to absorption in a glass image-rotator 

used, The 3914-A continuum level for each of the 

slit spectra was therefore obtained by extrapolating 
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Fig. 9. Canparison of spectrograph and all-sky. data 
for run 40, count 103.' A, all-sky data. 
s, determination af what a detector with 
appropriate bandwidths would have seen based 
on spectrograph data. 

fran the continumn above 4000 A, 

1. Spectrograph vs Collimated Photaneter. 

Each spectrum was used to calculste the average ir

radiances that would have been measured by the col

limated photometers, and the results were used to 

canpute the averages shown in Table rv. The differ

ence in data ±'rom the two years is a result of a 

higher ratio of line-to-contimrum radiation for the 

data sample from the 1966 storm. 3 

More collimated data are now available than was 

originalzy reported, 4 and the results for the visible 

chanrels are given in Table V. 

There is exc:ellent agreement between the 1965 

spectra (75% are from Storm 40) and the collimated 

data for Storm 40, However, the agreement between 

Table rl. Spectral. Intensity Ratios (W sr- 1 .A_-1) 
for 20-A Bandwidth Photometer Based. on 
Spectrograph Data. 

4150L3914 6563L3914 
Data No. af No. of 

Sample Data Ratio Data Ratio 

'65 l2 1.24 ± 0.16 12 2.24 ± 0.74 

'66 24 l. 76 ± 0.40 24 2.64 ± 1.17 
I 65,' 66 36 1.59 ± 0.38 36 2. 51± 1.02 
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Table v. Collimated Photfi!OOter Spectral Intensicy 
Ratios (w sr·1 A•1). ~ 

4120L3214 626~L3914 
No. Of' No. af 

Rim Pulses Ratio Pulses Ratio 

32 383 0.83 :1: 0.26 436 2.o4 :1: 0.68~ 

34 153 0.98 :1: 0.32 153 1.97 :1: 0.8 . 

38 171 ·1.83 :1: 0.44 

40 209 1.2 :1: 0.29 279 2.07 :1: 0.5 ' 

44 514 2.10 :1: 0.63; .. 

Average 745 0.96 1553 2.o4 
..; 

the 1966 spec'b.-a and collimated data is poor. Tre 

higher line-to-continuum ratio·for· tre 1966 s~c~a 
can account for the difference. 
~ n 

... 2." spectrograph Vs All-Sky Detector •. The all-

sey data, taken from F:lg. 7, ·:and the average irradi

ari~e~ calcuiB.ted using spectro~aph da~a are plotted 

in Fig. 10. The spectrograph-data sample incl'Udes 

all first return strokes fran tre summers of 1965 

and 1966. 

. . ~e. HCL li.De is known to be s trone; in · li~tning, 

and the spectra predict ~hlit photaneters_ with band

widths as broad as 70 -~ should measure a 6563- to 

6()13-A ra_tio af 1.36 •. The measured ratio, O. 75, 

is a result _?f the defective all-sky HCL detect~r •. 

The agreement (an average af :1: 30%) at other 

·wavelengths is as good as can pe expected ,owing to 

•o'r--r-,r-~-,,--~-~,~--~-r--~,-~~ 
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Table VI. Collimated and All-Sey Average Data · 
Samples 

Spectral Irradiance (vl Cl!t2 ].·1) 
Relative to 3914 A 

~~: 

>.(A) Collimated All-Sey 

4150 0.8 :1: 0.3 0.8 :1: 0.2: 

6563. 1.2 :1: 0.4 0.9 :1: 0.5 

~0 1.8 :1: 0.9 1.3 

8900- 0.5 ±. 0.2 0.45 

the problems with the all-sey detectors. 

3. Collimated Photometer vs All-Sky Detector. 

The average·-results for the-detectors are presented 

in 'iable VI. Si~~ the aU-sky data are mostiy 

first return strokes, ·-'o~ f~~~t"-~eturn strokes are 
-·. . : . . . . . . ...... 

incl'Ud_ed· in the_ collimated data, sSiil:ple ... 

The ~pectra show. that ~ar. ~914 a~- 4i50 A 
there is pr1marily a smooth continUum, so that the 

4150- to 3914-A spectral irradiance ratio does not 

depend stron8ly on phot~ter·baixlwidth. Theref6re,· 

the 4150-A ~t8 fran. these tWo detectors m8y be· can:. 

pared directly, and the agreement· ~ excel:Lent: · 

S_ince the collimated data agree with the spectrograph 

data for a particula:z: stornr, and agree w.ith -:the all

Bey average af all data, it is ~sible that the dif· 

fe_rences between spectrOgraph and all-sey data _(see 

:Fie.· 10) are due to different data 'samples. The 

variation in the ~ollimatea '4i50- to ~914-l :i.rradi

ance 'ratio from storm tO storni cannOt be· used to 

show that there are storm-to-storm differences 'in 

this ratio becaU.Oe ·probiems .. with the 415o-A 'colli- · . 

mated detector could also have caused this variation. 

The s~ctrograph data show that ~he 65~3-: to 

391~-A spectral-irradiance ra_tio for first return 

strokes should be 1.27 :1: 0.15 ·t:i,mes la-rger for tre · 

collimated tlan for all-3kY data, assuming a_colli

mated 20-A..bandwidth H detector, am a· 70-A..bam-CL . 
width all-sey H detec'tor. The -measured ratio. of •. CL . . • . .. . 

1.33 for collimated-to-all-fley qata is not in bad 

_agreement in spite of tre defective all-_~?:k;v !ICL de-. 

tector. 

In Section III B we showed that the ratio af 

colljmated to ·all-sey data at 8200. A could .be ex

pected to vacy fran 1 to 3.·3 for a contirnrum' am .a . 

Fig. 10. Comparison _of a_ll-sky am spectrograph data. line ·source, respectively. Tre measured value of·· 
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1.4 suggests that for first return strokes the spec

trum in this wavelength region is line am continuum. 

For the same reasons, the ratio of collimated to all

sky data at 8900 A suggests that the first-retur~ 
stroke lightning spectrum is essentially continuum 

at this wavelength, 

C. Correlated-Stroke Canparison, Collimated Photan

eter vs All-Sky Detector 

'1\ro types of canparisons of correlated pulses 

are di.sc:u.naerl: pul!'IP. .. shape canparisons, and peak

signal canparisons, Differences are related to field

of-view and bandwidth differences among the detectors, 

1, Pulse-Shape Canparisons. Optical and elec

tranagnetic-pulse (EMP) signal comparisons are pre

sented in detail in Appendix D for a fi.Tst return 

stroke and an intracloud pulse at different distances 

during Storm 44. Two results are obtained: 

a, 1\t the time of peak collimated-detector sig

nals, the photon paths are essentially direct, while 

at the time of peak all-sky signals, scattered-pho

ton paths are fran 3 to 10 km longer than the direct 

path. 

b. Shape differences can be introduced by 

field-of-view differences for rearby flashes (< 10 km) 

by mechanisms other than propagation-time differences, 

This occurs when the relative amountc of direct light 

within the different fields of view change with time, 

owing to changes Or source geanetry, For d:l.s-~nces 

larger than ..... 15 km, it if: unlikely that the source 

geometry can change enough for most kinds of light-, 

n:ing ·to <:aU.Sc Sll!,lllfl<:t<HL ):Julae-:;}Jtf~ ulf.fel·em:e:;, 

An exception is cloud-to-cloud lightning, for which 

horj,?.ontAl lightning channels longer than 10 km have 

been observed, 

2, Pealv-Signal Canparisons. The relationship 

between peak signals recorded by collimated and all

sky detectors is affected by bandwidth differences, 

which average the incident spectrum differently, and 

by field-of~view differences, which permit the ac

ceptance of dj.ff'P.rP.nt amounts of direct and scattera 

ed light, The bandwidth differences have been dis

CU3Sed in Section III D; examples of their effects 

are shown am discussed in Appendix D. Field-of-view 

effects can be isolated from bandwidth effects by 

using only data fran a continuum channel like 3914 .J., 
for which differences caused by different bandwidths 

are regligible. 

~le attempted to ol;>tain an analytic express ion 

relating absolute peak signals measured by all-sky 

to those measured by the collimated detectors. Fig

ure 11 is a plot of ratios of 3914-A all-sky-detec

tor spectral irradiance to that of the collimated 

detector. There are points from four storms, al

though most of the data are fran Storm 44. The 

points scatter so seriously that, as expected, it is 

impossible to determire whether there is any trend 

as a function of distance. ·The scatter is caused by 

the variability fran ore flash to another of source

detector geanetry, rainfall, fog, and clouds. The 

points from Storm 44 mar~ with a c;:ross were ob

served to be "sky brightenings," rather then verti

cal strokes, and so are probably representative of 

an atmosphere in which scattering is stronger than 

average. The four solid circles in a vertical row 

near 28 km occurred within a few minutes of each 

other and within a limited area of the storm, and so 

represent as similar storm conditions as are possible. 

Although a simple analytic expression relating 

absolute·signals for the two detectors cannot be 

found fran this plot, we show, in Appendix E that 

much of the scatter in this plot can be explained 

by variations in atmospheric extinction. 

D. Conclusions 

In the one case in which all three detectors 

1.2 I I I I I I I 

ole 3TORM 44 Jl 

0 y STORM 40 
ILl 1.0 1- o STORM 34 • -
~ cr A STORM 32 
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Fig, ll, Measured ratios of all-sky-detector and 
collimated-detector incident ~pectral 
irradiances at 3914 and 4150 A, Distances 
were measured for the solid symbols and 
estimated for the open symbols. 
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saw the same stroke, there is agreement iunong ali 

three, within instrumental error, when dif'ferences 

in bandwidth are taken into account.· .. Hhen average 

data samples are· cc.mpared. there is again agreement, 

within instrumental error in most cases. Exceptions 

can be explained by sto~to-storm dif'ferences of 

line-to-continuum ratios as were shown to exist by 

spectrograph data. Canparison of all-sky ard colli.,. 

mated data irdicate that near· 8200 A. the spectrurn. 

consists of line· plus contiiD.lU!ll, whereas near 8900 l 
there is predaninsntzy continuum. 

Comparison of pulse shapes fran collimated and 

all-sky detectors revea:l.s .differences that. can be ex

plaired in terms of the path length differences 

caused·by field-of-view differences (i.e., the col

limated detector sees principal:cy direct light am 

the all-sky detector. sees onzy scattered light). 

The· -ratio of all-sky to-collimated absolute 3914-A 

signals plotted as a function af range scatters quite 

badzy (because af atmospheric propagation.,am geo

metric differences), and no simple anazytic expres

sion can be deduced relating the absolute signals 

for the two. 

V, A'lMCEPHERIC TRAN3MJSSJPN AND THE PROPAGATION CIF 

LIDHT lNl'O AN -!\~KY DETECTOR 

The all-sky data shaw that the distance dephld

ence af the lightning spectrum dif'fers for_difi'erent 

storms, am we must therefore determine whether such 

. variations can -be calculated theoreticalzy, He 

;rould also like to know whether the all-sky spectrum 

can be distorted by dispersive scattering into. the 

detector. ~refore, in this section'·the_se and 

other questions related to the propagation af light 

into. all-sky detectors ;rill be examined with the 

help af available theoretical calculations, 

Jdealzy we would. like a calculation that con-. 

siders multiple scattering of light in an atmosphere 

•rith clouds, but such a calculation is not availab+e. 

However, •re apprax1mate the ;results by canbining two 

available kirds of calculations, a l>bnte Carlo cal

culation (see Apperdix E) that accounts far high 

orders of multiple ~catter,ing in a cloudless _atmos

phere, performed-by Hells er;al. 9 of Radiation Re

search Asaociates (RRA); and a s ingle-scatterillg 

cal~lation (see Appeh:lix F) that gives appr~imate 
res:uJ.ts for scattering un;Ier clouds at small SOI.U"ce

to-detector distances. 

14 

A. Multiple Scattering Calculations vlithout. Clouds· 

1. Distance Depemence of Irradian~e· :Rati~ am . 

Blue Enhancement. The all-sky distance de:pendence 

ar the ratio of detected irradiance for ·a cloudless 

atmosphere depends on visibility as follows. For a 

very clear atmosphere with visibility of - 90 km, 

the range dependence is exponential with an effective 

· extinction coefficient dif;f'erenc~ w:tach is onzy 0,6 

of the actual difference. This range dependence is 

weaker than that far direct light because, although 

more blue light than red is scattered_ out of the d~- _ 

rec~ beam in traveling fran the source toward the de

tector, blue light is also strongzy scattered back 

t~rd the detector by subsequent scattering events. 

For a dense atmosphere with visibili~ or. -_20 

km, t}le ratio of detected irradiances 1s inde~mertt 

of distance, .This result suggests that fo:JO the ___ all-

sky detector which sees no direct light the transport 

of light fran sOI.U"ce to detector 1s approaching radi-
•. 

ation diffusion. 

-· 
Finalzy, even for very close strokes, if no di-

rect light is seen, the ratio of detected irradiances 

at two wavelengths differs fran the source intensi"t-J 

ratio in the absence of clouds because af dispersive 

scattering into the detector·. ·The blue part of the 

detected spectrum 1s enhanced by a factor equal to 

the' ratio of extinction coefficients. 

2. Distance Dependence af Absolute Irradiance • 

He have us_ed the RR.A results to derive an ana:cytic 

e~ssion for the all-sky detector incident spectral 

irradiance H . (H cm-2 A- 1 ), as a function af oource . • . , A 
spectral intensity, I (\·1 sr- 1 .A.- 1 ), SOI.U"ce-to-~etec-

tor d:l..!!:tance, x (km), \la,_;elength, >.., an-r extinct_ion 

coefficient, 1-1).. (km - 1 ). ~is express ion iB need_ed . 

far the false-alarm anazysis of Volume rv which uses 

saurce 'intensities to predict the signals. that an 

all-sky ·detector system receives,. am so determine 

if it can detect a given lightning stroke. The der

iwtion is showri in. Appendix E and has the ·result: 

where ~:ff is an effective extinction coefficient 

that, because af scattered light contributions; 1s 

significantzy smaller than the extinction coefficient 



1-1;~...; and g is a field-of-view factor which :Is o. 7 or 

smaller. 

TO test the.applicability of the calculation, 

the RRA results can also be used to predict coll:f.rna

ted-detector incident spectral irrad:l.ances, He• 'JlJe 

predicted rat1oo, HA/~, are shown in Appendix E to 

account far the scatter of points in Fig. ll on the 

bas:ls af changes in extinction coefficient, i.e., 

visibility. Thu!;, the derivatio11 or HA can be used 

far the signal predictions required by the false

Alarm Anlll~rs~.!". 

B. Propagation with Clouds 

!\ cloud layer over all-sky detectors adds an 

important medium at which incident light can be scat

tered toward the detector. He wil"l show that its 

presence tends to override aey contribution af volume 

scattering above tre detector, which in the absence 

of clouds enhances the detected spectrum in tre blue. 

The cloud layer most probably does not produce a blue 

enhancement because, although its constituents are 

nondispersive, or at mOGt weakly nispersive, 10 tre 

reflection mechan:lsm :Is high-order scattering within 

the lower cloud layers, 9 and multiple-scattering 

processes are usually nondispersive. 

Since the available multiple-scattering calcu

lations do not include the effects of clouds, we pre

sent the results af "single-scattering" calculations 

t.nat. accaunt for clouds to study spectrum modifica

tions produced by clouds above the ::~11-slcy detector 

(see Appendix F). These calculations are valid only 

for distances of less than OTW:! A.tmospherio mean free 

path, because the llssumption of single scattering 

breaks down for longer paths. 

If at wavelength ). , HCL (;~.) :Is the all-sky :J.r.rR

diance due to source light St:&l.tered from the cloud, 

Ry(A.) is that from the volume, H.r(A.) :Is the total, 

1-1;~... is the extinction coefficient, and I(A.) 1B the 

source intensity, it can be shown that 

where r • HC1 (A.1)/RyCh). 'JlJe right-hand side is a 

product of three terms: · tre source-intensity ratio, 

a term giving· the distance-dependent transm;!.J;;sion 

, . 

correction, and a term representing what we have 

called a ''distance-independent blue enhancement." 

In the absence of clouds (r • 0), this term becomes 

1-1;~...2fl.l). 1 as reported earlier. He must know r to eval

uate tre blue enhancement in the presence af clouds. 

The single-scattering calculation has been used 

to calculate the cloud-to-volume irradiance ratio, 

and tre results are plotted in F:lg. l2 for dii'ferent 

extinction coefficients, phase functions, and cloud 

heights out to distances of one mean free path. 

For a clear los Alamos atmosphere utrler 2-krn

high clouds, 5 is a r~asonable value of HC1 (3914)/ 

Hy(3914), and the enhancement factor for the all-sky 

ixradiance ratio is (5 + 0,40)/6. o,qo, Tf t.hP At .• 

mosphere bet:crnes thicker due to 0.070-km- 1 rainfall 

extinction, 3 is a reasonable value ar HCL (3914) / 

Hy(3914), so the enhancement factor is (3 + 0, 66) /4 .. 
0.92. 

These results show that for nearby storms '"'i th 

clouds over the detectors, modii'ications to the all

sky spectrum as a result af scattering enhancement 

are small compared to system errors. Our comparisons 

of all-sky data from within and outside the field of 

view, am of all-sky data with spectrograph and col

limated data, imicated a negligible scattering en

hancement, as is now confirmed by theory. 

VI. SUMMARY 

Lightning spectra obtained by Ea&G using all

sky photoelectric detectors in 1965 were reviewed, 

and the spectra, ~1hen corrected for atmospheric 

--- I ll• CLOUD HT. 
-·-· R -· CLOUD HT. 
--4 -• CLOUI) !IT. 

~~~----~----~----~.~,----~~~--~~ 
(kill) 

Fig. 12. Cloud-to-volume irradiance rattn. 
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transmission are"'faum to agree from storm to storm •. 

OUr best estimate o:t: the all~sky average SOurce spec

tral 'intenSitie!> (in units ar· \-1 sr- 1 A- 1 , am taken 

reiative to 3914 A) for first return str~kes is given 

in. Fig. 7. ih! data samples for 49()0~ 6613, 7000, 7 
· 

and_ 8200 A are small. - b 4900-A data consist of 10 

pulses fran 3 storms; the 6613-A data, 10 -pulses fr:m 

4. storms; the-7.000-A data, 9-pulses.fran'3 storms; 

and the .8200-A data, 6 pulses from 4 storms. The 

6563- and 8850-A ratios are plotted although these 

two detectors were defective; -:~he values plotted rep. 

resent a lower limit. 

The all-sky, collimated:. am spectrograph source 

spectra were thEm canpared. · The spectrograph and 

collimated-detector. data could be canpared only at 

three visible wavelengths, 3914, -4150, and 6563 A. 
In the:· one c~se in which both detectors saw the same 

stroke, there is excellent agreement. Average spec

trogr~ph and_collimated detector results for S~orm 40 

of. 1965 also agree. Any_ disagreement of the data 

for other storms can be explained in terms at' data

samP~· d~erences or uncertai~~es in- the 4140-A 
. -... : ·- ';. 

c9ll~ted-detector results. 

. Canparison at' the spectrum derived from all-sl!;y 

detecto;rs am those obtained by the· spec~ograph, 

both for the specific caf!e in which both saw the 

same stroke, and for comparison af the aver.age data 

Rample, showed that the all-sl!;y spectrum ·agreed to 

:±: 30% (averaged over the various wavelengths) with 

the spectrograph data. Since this is the quoted 
. . 

accuracy of ~ all-sky detector as operatE:_d in 1965, 

the agreement is as good as can be expected. 

.Detected red-too.blue·signal ratios depend on 

atmospheric· conditions and source-to-detector geo

metry. The distance' depe~ence of all-sl!;y detector 

signals was foum to be very different fran that for 

the relatively narrow field of view coll~ted de

tectors, which saw a distance dependence which was 

that. expected for direct light. Of the three storms 

for which there are sufficient all-sky data to deter

mine a distance dependence, Storms 27 and 30 show no 

significiant de:J;iendence,_ arxl Storm 44 showa an expo

nential range dependence with an ef'fective extinction 

coefficient dif'ference of approximately two-thirds 

that for direct light. ... 
Such changes in distanc~ deper:D-ence far differ

ent storms are in agreement with theory. The pres-
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ently' available Monte Carlo calculations that consid--

er high orders of multiple scattering show that for 

an a-bnosphere with visibility- af ..:. 20 km the ·all-sl!;y 

detectors should see no significant·range depemimce, 

whereas for high vis:lbility of - '90'km·-an exponential 

range dependence should be observed with·an inferred 

extinction coefficient dif'ference ·which is ·o. 6 of.· 

that for direct ·light. The decrease in distance de-·· 

pemence as the vis:lbility becanes lower is .the re

sult at' scattered blue light being rescattered back 

into the detectors' field at' view by subsequent scat.;.· 

tering events. 

The calculations also show ·that in the· absence

at' clouds above the detector there is a blue.enhance

ment of the detected spectrum given by, the ratio of 

extinction coefficients. This enhancement is caused 

by dispersive scattering-at' -light. into the detector 

fraT! the volume at' air· above it. If light .is scat-· 

tered into the detector by clouds, there is no en

han,cement, because clouds are nondispersive. ·· 

Monte Carlo calculations with elouds are not 

yet aVailable to us, so a calculation conside'ring 

only ·singl¥ scattered light was uSed to es-timate the 

expected scattering enhancement -in the presence of 

clouds. It is fourd that the detected spectral-ir

radiance ratio is 

where ~ _-is the source spectral intensity at wave-
i 

length A.i, and r is the ratio HCL(A.l.)/H.;(A.l.)• HCL().i) 

is the detected spectral irrad1anee for which 'the 

last scattering event was at ·the cloud, and 'for 

H.;(A.i) the last scattering event was_ in the· volume 

betwl;!en cloud and .detector. calculated values of r 

for reasonable values at' IJA. show that for nearby 
i 

storms with clouds above the detector, the mOaifica-

tion of the spectrum due to scattering should be 

small relative to system errors. This conclusion is 

confirmed by a comparison of the spectrum for li'ght

ning in- the field af view to that f~r lightr{i~ out

side 'the field of view af the all-sl!;y detector. For 

distant lightning with clouds above the ·lt!=!tector, high 

orders of multiple scattering are :linportant, am these 

calculations 'haw not· been done. 



APPENDlX A 

DEFECT OF ALL-SKY DETECTOR lfu FILTER 

The all-sky detector Ha filter was found to 

have a defect which degraded the transmission of the 

lens-filter combination. The defect was in an annu

lar region approximate~ concentric with the center 

of the filter and at such a radius that the degrada

tion of detector sensitivity was maximum for light 

incident at an elevation angle of 54°, as shown in 

Fig. 1\l, The defect all::o wried ao a function of 

azimuth angle, but measurements of the defect were 

made at that azimuth for which defect was maximum. 

The curve marked "contirruum" shows the percent of 

sensitivity of the defective H detector (relative 
0. 

to that of a hypothetical good H detector) for ra-a 
diation frcm a remote point source incident at the 

specified azimuth and for various elevation angles, 

The curve marked "line" shows the percent of sensi

tivity for line radiation. ~ curves show, for 

example, that for continuum radiation incident at 

- 53° elevation angle the detector would measure an 

irradiance that was 29% of the actual irradiance, or 

that for line radiation incident at - 53° elevation 

angle the detector would measure an irradiance that 

was 21% of tre actual irradiance. 

The error made in measuring the incident irrad

iance depends upon how the detector is irradiated. 

For example, if the radiance is constant for azimuths 

5° either side of that of maximum defect and for all 

elevation angles between zenith and the lens cutoff 

angle <- 82° fran zenith), the measured irradiance 

will be - 60% of the actual irradiance, 

Measurements made at the azimuth for which the 

0 oL---~~o----zLo--~~~~~~--~so~~&~o---=ro~~.o 
ELEVATION ANGLE (DEGREES) 

Fig. Al. Percent of sensitivity of Ha detector us

ing defective ·filter .relAt.j,ve to detector 
using a good filter vs elevation angle of 
incident radiation, Data taken at azimuth 
for which defect was maximum, 

defect was minimum wez:e not so thorough, but show 

that the sensitivity ~as within a few percent of 

that of a good filter out to 54° off zenith. How

ever, at 80° the sensitivity for line and contirruum 

was o~ 50'1> of that with a good filter, Therefore, 

if lightning irradiates the detector uniform~ per 

steradian for azimuths up to 5° either side of that 

of minimum defect am at all elevation angles from 

zenith down to lens cutoff, the measured irradiance 

is 90'1> of actual, Combining this result arrl that 

for the maximum defect, am assuming that the defect 

changes unifo~ between extremes, and assuming 

uniform radiance incident over all angles, the meas

ured irradiance would be 75'1> of the actual. 

In conclusion, the defective all-sky Ha detec

tor would measure an irradiance that is 25% too low 

if the incident radiance were constant at all azi

muth am elevation angles. For point sources this 

detector could measure an irradiance that was 0 to 

&J'f, too low, depending on the azimuth and elevation 

of the source. 

APPENDlX B 

REVID·T OF AMATO'S ALL-SKY RES UI11B 

Amato derived an estimated lightning spectrum 

based on a limited data sample of on~ - 17 strokes 

fran a few storms. 7 He showed that for each wave

length, A1 the detected spectral irradiance, h, rel

ative to 3914 A varied as h • h
0 

exp(+ llj..L x)_, where 

h
0 

is a constant; llj..L is the difference of extinction 

coefficients, i.e., that at 3914 .A minus that at A.; 

and x is the horizontal distance to the source. 

Amato's vall.les of llj.l derived from best fits to the 

all.-sky data agree for most wavelengths with the 

Hambook of Geoplzy-sics and Space Envirornnents. 10 

Amato interpreted the values of h
0 

as emitted 

source intensities relative to 3914 A· 
Canpar isons among the all-sky, collimated, am 

spectrograph data, as they existed in March 1967, 

are shown in Figs. Bl and B2. The agreement in 

Fig. Bl between collimated detectors and SIP.ctro

graph is very good for the three visible channels. 

However, there was poor agreement between all

sky data am both spectrograph and collimated data 

as demonstrated in Fig. Bl which shows the compari

son of the all-sky data as presented by Amato7 and 

a determination of what all-sky channels of appro

priate half-widths should have seen based on 1965 
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spectrograph data, The derivations were made with 

first return strokes, since the· all-ally detector 

sampled predaninsntzy first return strokes in the 

, 1965 s"tulzy. With the data normalized to 1 at 3914 J. 
B:s shown, there is very poor !'lsreement. lf' the data 

· ~re renormalized for best agreement, the 4150-, 
! 
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6563-, and 6613-A channels agree within the error 

specified for the all-slly data, The data clearzy 

disagree onzy far 3914 ard 6000 A• Because of tre 

disagreement, and since this all-slly spectrum was 

based on data from - 17 strokes, tre all-ally data 

reduction was continued as recommended by Amato. 

APPENDIX C 

REVIEW AND M>DlFICATJDN CF Wll'l}'S DATA REDUCTION 

'lUng followed Amato's method of deriving source 

intensities relative to 3914-A ard distance correc

tions according to the equation h ,. h
0 

exp( -f44 x). 

He generated his best fits to tre data points by a 

least-squares statistical calculation, as Amato had 

done, l.fing correctzy treated each night stonn seP

aratezy, because the data showed substantial storm

to-storm differences. He plotted histograms of 

ratios, relative to 3914. A, for all storms, ani de

rived extinction-coefficient differences, LliJ, from 

plots of ratio versus distance far each wavelength 

and.each night storm, 

We have used his histograms to compute average 

ratios aal mean deviations; the resulting spectra 

far Storms 27, 30, 44, and for all night storms taken 

togetrer, are shown in Figs, Cl through c4. (The 

Wlyli{Jlrt~lltarrrt da.ta were shown in Fig!>, ;!. through 

4.) 
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Fig. C2. All-sky spectrum for Storm 30. Data taken 
fran histograms • 6 

Comparison of the night spectra among themselves, 

and comparison of each with the daylight data show 

poor agreement. Furthermore, when we cc:rnpare meas

ured differences in a"!Inospheric entinction coeffici

ent, ~' as derived fran the slopes of the straight

line fits, it becanes clear that sane are not peysi

cally meaningful. Fig. C5 is a plot of derived dif

ferences in extinction coefficient, 6 ~' vs wave

length. The solid line is t\J (A.) a IJ.3s14 - IJ.A as cal

culated frc:rn data in the ,l{a~book of Geoph;ysics and 

Space Environment10 for an altitude or 3 km. The 
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Fig. c4. All-sky spectrum for all night data •. Data 
taken fran histograms. 6 

upper dashed line is a smooth fit to the Storm 44 

inferred extinction coefficients. While most points 

can be fitted well to the smooth curve, the derived· 

value of lliJ. for eeoo A. is drastically out ar line. 

The middle dashed line is a smooth-curve fit to the 

Storm 30 data, and the lowest is for Storm 27; no 

curve was drawn through the points derived from data 

for all night storms together. For Storm 27 and for 

all data taken together, the scatter of points is 

pronounced. 

He have made new a"!Inospheric transmission cor

ections to the data, using extinction-coefficient 

differences determined from the dashed lines of 

Fig. C5 rather than frc:rn the least-squares fits. 
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The resulting spectra are in better agreene nt with 

each other an:l with the daylight storms. 

APPENDIX D 

OP!'EAL AND EMP PUlSE C<M'ARlSOr£ 

Canparisons ar lightning-pulse shapes are made 

among tre lO.;Jsec time-resolution single pulse 

records. In the reduction of the collimated data, 

we- have not concentrated on trese higher time-reso

lution records becauae of the greater statistical 

value ar the 10(4Jsec-resolution, continuous record

ings. However, a few of the' single-sweep data have 

been reduced·, am two examples are used rere for 

pulse-shape comparison. Electranagnetic-pulse sig

nals~. are included to show bow they can help in 

pulse-type determination. 

• ·.·Figure Dl shows a first-return stroke 27.4 km 

from tre detectors. The positive pulse in the elec

tric field is characteristic of return strokes and 

occ~s when the 'negative charge is lowered to groum 

by· i~ return-stroke current. Within the 10-;Jsec 

res'c)lution limit, its arrival is coincident with the 

direct~light arrival. The optical signals are of 

sh~rt durati~n, and, at any wavelength, the all-sky 

detector signal reaches its maximum .... 20 ~sec later 

than the corresponding collimated-detector s :lgna:l. 

The time difference irrlicates that the average path 

*Recorded by Denver Research Institute personnel. 
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length for light scatte~d i~to "iilE!-'aii.;sky.dErtectors 

is .... 7 km longer in this example than the direct

ligh'J; path into tre collimated detectors. Otrer ex

amples show differences of peak-light a=ival times 

ar .... 10 to .... 30 ~sec for return strokes, represent-· 

ing path differences of from "" 3 km to "" 10 km. 

Scattering path .. length differences of. 10 km or less,· 

relative to the direct-path length, are reasonable 

for direct paths of .... 20-km ot longer for singly 

scattered photoris (see Appendix F). The differences 

can be greater than 10 km for !Dultiply .scattered 

photoris. 

Figure D2 shows signals from the same set of 

detectors fer an intracloud discharge. at a ?-istance 

of 6.6 km. Electric-field pulses of both polarities 

are typical of intra cloud discharges, which rea:range 

tre distribution of charges within the. cloud. Both. 

detectors show slowly rising pulses of approximately 

the same amplitudes an:l ~hapes; the source of this 

radiation was therefore either within tre fields. of 

view of both detectors, or outside trem. The colli

mated signals further show a bright pulse, early in 

the stroke history, nat seen ~y the all-sk;i detectors; 

its source was therefore in the collimated dete<;tor's 

field of view but below that of the all-sky detector •'' 

This ex~ple shows tre risk involved in infer- · 

r1>!'ig t-,hP- RhR~ of an all-sltv ge'I;E:!c;tor pulse from a 
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colltmated detector recording for a source less than 

15 krn away. Beyoni 15 krn, differences in pulse 

shapes for the two detectors are rare. 

In both examples, the signals shown fran the 

collimated detectors are significantly stronger in 

the red and infrared, relative to 3914 A, than are 

those fran the corresponding all-sky detector. The 

signals shown are spectral irradiances (W crn- 2 .A- 1 ) 

averaged over the spectral passbands; a similar be

havior does not exist for total irradiances (H crn-2 ) 

integl'ated over the passbe!'llis, because all-slcy band

widths are larger. The differences between the data 

from ·the detection systems were therefore produced 

when l~ne spectra at 6563 A and 8e20 A were averaged 

over different baniwidths, as discussed in Section 

III B.2. Part of the 6563-A difference was also 

caused by the defective all-sky detector. 

APPENDlX E 

MULTIPIE SCA'I'mRING CALCULATION> 

The fact that the all-sky data exhibit a range 

dependence that varies between strong (Storm 44 data) 

to insignificantly weak (storms 27 and 30 data), sug

gests that a theoretical treatment of propagation of 

light into the detector must be capable of treating 

high orders of multiple scattering, In searching 

the literature, the most pertinent calculations founi 

are those done by Hadiation Hesearch Associates 

(RRA). 9 They have done Honte Carlo calculati.ons of 

light incident on a 4n detector (one which presents 

a unit area to photons incident at all angles) for 

various source altitudes and ranges, and for varioua 

ground albedos. A 4n detector located only a few 

meters from the grouni with a ground albedo of zero 

has very few photons incident in the lower 2n field 

of view, and is essentially an all-sky detector whose 

field of view extends from zero to 90° fran zenith. 

It is therefore a fair approximation to the all-sky 

photometer whose field of view extends frcm zero to 

82° frcm zenith. He have used the RRA results for 

different atmospheric models. In each case the de

tector sees no direct light. 

1. Dense Atmosphere (23-km visibility), The 

detected irradiance ratio, 6500 to 4500 A, changes 

by less than 12% for distances from 20 to 75 krn. 

~us there would be no measurable distance depend

ence, For a source ratio of 1.0, the calculated 

6500- to 4500-A ratio at the detector is 0.7; i.e., 

there is a factor of - 1,4 blue enhancement of the 

spectrum, independent of distance. This factor is 

the ratio of extinction coei'f'icients. 

2. Clear Atmosphere (92-km visibility). The 
• * detected irradiance ratio, 7000 to 4500 A, can be 

represented by 0,45 exp(O,Ol58 x), where x is the 

distance in kilometers, ani the source ratio is 1.0. 

The inferred extinction-coefficient difference, 

0.0158 km- 1 , is - 0.6 of the actual difference,· and 

0.45 is again approximately the ratio of extinction 

coefficients, 

B. Range Dependence of Absolute Irradiance 

Hells et al. 9 have plotted 4n x2 i vs range, x, 

for the same two sets of calculations described al

ready, where i is in photons per unit area per 

source photon, He use the RRA data here to derive 

the absolute irradiance HA (i.IA,x) produced by a 

lightning source of known intensity, I, as seen by 

an all-sky detector, 

The RRA data show that within ± 40% 

A 
where ~eff = 0,011 + 0.244 ~)..' and 0.03 <~A < 0.20, 

and the superscript A refers to the all-sky detector. 

~(i.IA,x) is related to the total (direct plus scat

tered) irradiance, Htot(~A,x), and the source spec

tral intensity, I, by 

zero eroum albedo, which is approx:!ma.tely valid for so 

the U>s Alamos enviroiD!lent, 

A, Distance Dependence and Blue Enhancement of the 

Relative Spectrum 

Monte Carlo results are presented here for two 

I exp (~~ff x) 

* The clear-atmosphere calculation is an unpublished 
calculation by Wells and was performed at wave
lengths different frcm those for his published re
sults. 



where x is in km, Htot(IJ>..,x) is in W cnl2 ;.- 1, I is 

in H sr- 1 r 1 , 'and 1-L:ff is in km-·1 • 

Since the .all-sll;y detector sees no direct light, 

. except for very close strokes, the all-sll;y detector 
tot 

irradiance, HA(IJA.,x), equa~ H (JJA,x) minus direct 

light, or 

Therefore, the analytical expression for the all-sll;y 

detector irradiance is 

101° I [ A ] -- . exp ( -1-1 eff x) - exp (-!-LAx) 
x2 . 

At this point it is interesting to canpare this 

expression for the all-sll;y detector irradiance, 

HA 4,!>..,x), with th~t for the co~limated dete~to~ ir

radiance, HC(IJA.,x). The analytical expression for 

Hc4,!>..,x) is also derived from the RRA calculation, 

and is 

10
10 

I [ C ]· --- exp -1-1 ff x x2 e 

where 1-lcff '" 0.005 + 0.495 1-1 • The ratio af all-sky 
e A 

detector to collimated detector irradiance is· there-

fore 

exp(-1-l:ff x) - exp (.JJ>..x) 

exp ( -1-1 ;ff x) 

Figure El shows plots of this ratio vs range for 

vario';lB values af I-LA.; the plotted points are those 

disctissed in Section rl C and are the measured all

sll;y to collimated 3914-.A. irradiance ratios. It is 

seen that this fUnctional form for the ratio· can ex

plain the data· only if an Unrealistic range of ex

tinction coefficients is assumed, i.e., 0.02 < 1-1 
A 

<- 0.07. According to the Handbook af Geophysics and 

Space Environments, 10 for a clear los Alamos atmos

phere (altitude "'2 km), l-13914 ... o.oB km- 1 •· Uiner 

storm conditions, therefore, 1-13914 ~ o.oB, and most 

of the data points are not within the range af values 

predicted by the fonnula above. However, the above 

expression was derived for a .18o0 field af view and 

should be multiplied by same factor, g < 1, to ac

count for fields af view other than 18o0 • For the 
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DISTANCE, km 

Ratio af all-sky detector irradiance for 
18o0 field af view to 50° collimated de
tector irradiance. Lines are Monte Carlo 
calculations, 9 and symbols are . experimental 
data. 

165° all-sll;y lens used in the exper:!rnent, assuming 

isotropic· radiation at the detector, the g srould be 

just the ratio of the solid angles stibtended, or 0.7. 

If' the field is more anisotropic,, howe-Yer, so that 

a larger amount of light is incident below the 165° 

field af view, then g can becane smaller than 0, 7. 

In fact, for g • 0.1, most af the scatter in the 

data af Fig. El can be accounted for by allowing 1-.1 

to vary through the range O. 08 s: 1-13914 s; O. 3. This 

range is very reaso1J9ble for Los Alamos during 

storms. 

We have no information on the angular distri

bution af light at the all-sll;y detector. Therefore, 

in calculating lightning falae-trigger alarm rates 

fm the all-sky detector, the best we· can do is take 

an approximate expression for HA (IJA,x) and allow 

one of the parameters to vary so as to co'li'er th:i 

range of measured data, This technique is satis

factory because the false triggering rate· is nOt a 

strong fUnction of the parameter. 5 

These results also assume that there are no 

clouds present •. Hhen Monte Carlo calculations 

which can take account of clou..ds, be cane available 

it may be ~ossible to _derive a better quantitative 

explanation of these data. 



·APP.ENDIX F 

S DIDLY SCATIERED RADIATION CAlCULATION 

lbe singly scattered radiation at a detector is 

ccrnposed o-£ all source light that is scattered only 

once before reaching tre detector, He have used a 

calculational model described by Gibbons, 11 to which 

we have, in s erne cases, added a di-£-rusely reflecting 

plane cloud surface at a given altitude, The cloud 

was assumed to l'(!;raq~W !:!++ incident; light irwtan

taneously as a Iambert's-law radiator, In addition, 

our calculation gives time resolution o-£ the detec

ted light, 

He periormed the calculations for five different 

detectors. Two, pointed at the source, were a 50°

fiel.d "collimated" detector, as used during the 

lightning study, 4 am a 18o0 --£1eld, cosine-response, 

''flat-plate" detector, Tln"ee were all-sky detectors, 

a uniform-response, "spherical," detector, a 120°

fiel.d, cosire-response detector, similar to the 

LASL-5 lens, 8 am 165°-fiel.d detector, similar to the 

all-sky lens used during the lightning study, 7 Only 

tre first three detectors are also sensitive to di

rect light, 

He have used extinction coefficients ranging 

in value from 0,009 km- 1 , which is representative 

of an extremely clear atmosphere for red light, to 

0,135 km- 1 which is representative oi' a heavy haze, 

or light fog, or rain, 10 In conjunction with the 

various extinction coefficients we have used Gibbons' 

scattering functions for clear1 hazy1 murky, and 

dusty atmospheres , 11 

'J:!Ypical time-resolved results are shown in 

Fig, Fl. The time scale begins at the first light 

ar.dv-al a~ ~he detector, Figure Fla shows the di

rect light, which exhibits the pulse-shape af the 

'>m1rce ~:t.Relf.', Am t.l'P. RCAt.t.e-ren. ltght. j_nto each af 

the five detectors, The scattered-light peak irra

diuncco ore dcluycd, rclutivc to the direct-light 

peak, by times that depend on the detector's field 

of view, The delays are caused by the longer scat

tering paths the light takes, relative to the direct· 

path, The longest delay, which corresponds to the 

longest average path for scattered light, is exhib

ited by the vertically oriented detector with the 

narrowest field of view, the LASL-5 120°-fiel.d 

a, Singly scattered incident irradiances. 

N 

'E 
u 
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0.06tl,ltl 
DIR, VOL 

60 

TIME, psec 
100 

0.06tl,ltl 
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b, Total direct plus singly scattered incident 
irradian.;:es, 

Fig. Fl. Calculation af' singly-scattered and direct-
light for 1..1 • 0,065 km- 1 and a source to 
detector distance af x • 15 km, w:i,thout 
clouds, Scattering function for a hazy 
atmosphere, 

detector, The differences o-£ peak scattered irra

diances (Fig, Fla) among collimated, flat-plate, 
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Fig. F2. Tatal direct plus singzy scattered incident 
irradiance far~ • 0,065 km- 1 am X ~ 15 km, 
with clouis 2 km abOve the groUrxl. Scat
tering function is for a hazy a'bnosphere. 

and spherical detectors are small, signifying, in 

this-example, that 70~ af the scattered flux density 

is incident within the collimated detector's 50° 

field of view, c~ntered on the source. 

Figure Flb shows a comparison af direct light 

plus scattered light for the five d.etectors. The 

two all-sky detectors that are not sensitive to di

rect light, of course, show the same signals as in 

Fla. Signals from the three detectors that do ac

cept direct light are all very nearzy tm same. 

G:lhbons et al. 12 observed experimentalzy t!Bt in an 

atmosphere very similar to the o~ of the calcula

tion there is litt~ change af· the detected irradi

ance for detectors tha.t see direct plus scattered 

light as their fields af view are increased beyond 

500, 

'!he times at which peak signals are recorded 

are the same for the three detectors. that see direct 

light, am are delayed fran this time by 10 ~sec 

for the 165°-field all-sky detector and by 15 .~sec 

for the 120°~field all-sky detector. For other in

put con:Utions, this time 'difference can c!Bnge, 

becoming smaller for denser a'bnospheres ani mare 

forward-throwing scat~ring functions and in the 

presence af clOuds, ani larger far thinner atmos-
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pheres am more unifonn scattering functions and in 

the absence at clouds. A peak-time difference af 

10 to 30 ~sec is observed in ccmparisons af measured 

collimated-detector and all-sky detector 'lightning 

signals (Section rv C .1). The conclusion that this 

difference is caused by longer scattering paths;· 

relative to the direct path, is thus confirmed·by 

this calculation. 

Total signals under similar atmospmric and geo

metric comitions, but including the effects of a 

cloud layer at an altitude af 2 km, are shown for 

the s~ detectors in Fig. F2. The three detectors 

that see direct light are still dominated by it; 

i.e., tm total signals d~fer onzy slightzy from 

the no-cloud case. The all-sky detector signals 

umer clouds are somewhat larger ani decay faster 

than when clouds are absent, '!he faster decay is 

ca~~d ~ the fact that the volume af atmosphere 

which lies apove ths cloud base is screened from the 

detectors' field af view by tm clouds ani does. not 

contribute to the sc~ttered light. We discuss the, 

relative strength at cloud and volume signals as a 

function at distance in Section V B. 
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